At KIT, high power gyrotrons of conventional cavity (e.g. 1 MW CW at 140 GHz for the stellarator Wendelstein 7-X) and coaxial cavity type (2 MW short-pulse at 170 GHz for ITER) for fusion applications are being developed and verified experimentally. Especially with respect to the problem of parasitic RF oscillations in the beam tunnel of some W7-X tubes, investigations of the gyrotron RF output spectrum have proved to be a valuable source of diagnostic information.
1
Transient effects in ms pulses, like frequency switching or intermittent lowfrequency modulation, have indicated that truly time-dependent measurements would be favorable over the existing exclusively spectrum-based system.
2
In this paper, an improved measurement system is presented, which employs a fast oscilloscope as receiver instead. Short-time Fourier transform (STFT) is applied to the time-domain signal, yielding time-variant spectra ("spectrograms", "waterfall diagrams") with frequency resolutions only limited by acquisition length. Typical reasonable resolutions are in the range of 100 kHz to 10 MHz with a memorylimited maximum acquisition length of 4 ms. A key feature of the system consists in the unambiguity of frequency measurement: The system receives through two parallel channels, each using a harmonic mixer (h = 9-12) to convert the signal from RF millimeter wave frequencies (full D-Band, 110-170 GHz) to IF (0-2 GHz). For an IF output signal of each individual mixer, injection side and receiving harmonic are not known. Using accordingly determined LO frequencies, this information is retrieved from the redundancy of the channels, yielding unambiguously reconstructed RF spectra with a total span of twice the receiver IF bandwidth, up to 4 GHz in our case. Using the system, which is still being improved continuously, various transient effects like cavity mode switching, parasitic oscillation competition, low-frequency modulation and general frequency dependence on external values (U cath , I beam ) have been documented and will be presented. 
